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Combining Low-Temperature Gettering With
Phosphorus Diffusion Gettering for Improved
Multicrystalline Silicon
Mohammad Al-Amin

Abstract—We have investigated low-temperature (ࣘ500 °C)
gettering in combination with phosphorus diffusion gettering
with a view to improving poor quality multicrystalline silicon.
Low-temperature gettering applied after standard phosphorus
diffusion gettering is found to provide a >40% improvement in
minority carrier lifetime in samples from the top and bottom of
an ingot. The best results are achieved at 300 °C with very long
annealing times (>24 h). Improvements in the lifetime do not correlate with changes in interstitial iron concentration. Experiments
are performed to assess whether the presence of a phosphorusdiffused emitter affects low-temperature gettering, and results
from sister samples show the low-temperature gettering behavior
is not affected by the existence of an emitter. Further experiments
show that low-temperature gettering prior to phosphorus diffusion results in a 20% higher lifetime after phosphorus diffusion.
Low-temperature gettering can, therefore, enhance lifetime even
when used in conjunction with standard phosphorus diffusion
gettering.
Index Terms—Diffusion, gettering, iron, lifetime, multicrystalline.

I. INTRODUCTION
ULTICRYSTALLINE silicon (mc-Si) contains both
structural crystal defects (grain boundaries and dislocations) and impurity-related defects including point-like defects and precipitates. Impurities can interact with structural
defects by segregation to their associated strain fields. Impurities in the bulk, or when segregated to or precipitated at structural defects, are often associated with recombination activity
and thus degrade the minority carrier lifetime (henceforth referred to as just “lifetime”). Transition metal impurities have
particularly detrimental effects, yet many transition metals are
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sufficiently mobile that they diffuse during thermal processing.
Gettering techniques are routinely used to improve mc-Si wafers
by diffusing metallic impurities to near surface regions (external gettering) or by re-arranging the impurities within the wafer
(internal gettering).
Gettering in mc-Si can be performed at low temperatures
(<600 °C) with improvements in a bulk lifetime [1], [2] and reductions in interstitial iron concentrations [1]–[5] having been
achieved in as-grown wafers. Low-temperature gettering is possible because the grown-in dissolved concentrations of impurities exceed their solid solubilities and this provides a thermodynamic driving force for gettering. The gettering which
results can be internal and/or external, depending on the preexistence of external gettering sinks. Kinetic requirements for
low-temperature gettering can be satisfied by the use of relatively long processing times (several hours or even days). Such
processing times may be satisfactory because usual cleanliness
standards can be relaxed due to the low risk of external contamination. It is also noted that the required annealing conditions
are not dissimilar to those used in other industries (e.g., in the
toughening of glass).
Low-temperature gettering is simple in theory, but in reality,
the processes involved are complex. Our previous detailed investigations show that gettering in as-grown wafers is not limited
only by impurity diffusion [1] (as suggested previously [3]) and
also that the passivation used for lifetime measurement plays
an important role [2]. External gettering to dielectrics used for
lifetime measurement can also occur [5]. The gettering behavior is highly dependent on wafer microstructure, with internal
gettering being more effective in wafers from the bottom of an
ingot with a relatively low dislocation density than in top wafers
with a relatively high dislocation density [1].
In the production of solar cells from p-type mc-Si substrates,
a phosphorus diffusion at high temperatures (ࣙ800 °C) is routinely used to form an n-type emitter region at the surface. An
important side effect of emitter formation is phosphorus diffusion gettering (PDG) of impurities [6]–[11]. PDG is a highly
effective form of external gettering and can reduce bulk interstitial iron concentrations by more than 99% [8] with modified PDG processes providing even more effective gettering
[12]. While separate low-temperature gettering processes in
as-grown mc-Si can provide substantial improvements in the
lifetime [1],[2] and/or substantial reductions in interstitial iron
concentration [1]–[5], it is not clear how these benefits are
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affected by PDG which would necessarily occur in solar cell
fabrication.
In this paper, we aim to investigate whether low-temperature
gettering used either before or after a standard phosphorus diffusion step can result in a lifetime improvement. Some insight
into this issue can be gained from the limited information in the
previous related studies [13]–[16]. For example, Schön et al.
found that annealing at 550 °C after PDG gave rise to a small
increase in lifetime and a reduction in interstitial iron concentration by about one order of magnitude or more [15]. Boulfrad
et al. reported limited data on the impact of a 550 °C pre-anneal
prior to PDG, finding a lower lifetime and higher interstitial iron
concentration in this wafer compared to a control which only
underwent PDG [16]. Low-temperature gettering has also been
applied at cell level by Rinio et al. [14] and Pickett and Buonassisi [13]. Both studies found improvements in cell efficiency
relative to samples from a control process, with Rinio et al. concluding the improvement was most likely to result from external
gettering of impurities to the emitter [14], [17]. Whilst the consensus is that low-temperature annealing after PDG can improve
performance, detailed understanding of why this improvement
occurs is hard to obtain from previous studies because of the
methodologies used. For example, these previous studies [13]–
[17] used dielectric surface passivation (possibly resulting in
bulk hydrogenation [18]) and the competing effects of external
(at the dielectric [5] or phosphorus-diffused region) and internal gettering were not always isolated. When comparing other
studies, it is also important to consider how the anneals were
performed, as when low-temperature annealing is performed in
the same furnace cycle as PDG, then there is often a slow cooldown before the low-temperature annealing and gettering can
occur during this cooling step.
This paper reports the results of three carefully designed experiments, which intend to address three important questions
regarding the relationship between PDG and low-temperature
gettering in mc-Si. These are
1) Can low-temperature gettering applied after PDG improve
the properties of relatively poor lifetime wafers from the
top and bottom of an ingot (Experiment A)?
2) Does low-temperature gettering after PDG arise from external gettering to the emitter as proposed by Rinio et al.
[14], [17] or internal gettering (Experiment B)?
3) Does any lifetime improvement resulting from lowtemperature annealing before PDG carry forward into subsequent processing (Experiment C)?
The experimental methodology involves low-temperature
(300 °C to 500 °C) processing of sister samples from adjacent
wafers in the ingot with near-identical microstructures, starting
lifetimes, and interstitial iron concentrations. The focus is on
material from the top and bottom of a commercially grown ingot. Such wafers are typically classified as “red-zone” material
as their lifetime is too low for the production of viable solar cells.
To measure lifetimes and interstitial iron concentrations at each
processing stage we use a temporary liquid surface passivation
scheme, as this minimizes ambiguities due to probable hydrogenation and external gettering associated with dielectric-based
passivation schemes.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
For all experiments, mc-Si samples measuring 39 mm × 39
mm were taken from the top (T) and/or bottom (B) parts of
a conventional (not “high performance”) directionally solidified ingot. Microstructural characterization of samples from the
same ingot has been published previously [1]. Samples were
p-type (boron doped, ∼1 Ω·cm). The key process steps are
shown in Fig. 1 and details are given in the following sections.
A. Experiment A: Low-Temperature Annealing After PDG
This experiment was designed to investigate low-temperature
gettering after a PDG process. Batches of sister samples from
both height positions were first chemically polished with a planar etch solution comprising HF (50%), HNO3 (69%), and
CH3 COOH (100%) in the ratio of 24:58:18 to remove saw
damage. Samples were then cleaned using HCl and HF and
subjected to a standard phosphorus diffusion process in a tube
furnace using POCl3 at 840 °C for 44 min at Universität Konstanz, Germany. The loading and unloading temperatures were
800 °C, and the loading and unloading temperature rates were
several degrees per minute. The average sheet resistance of the
emitter was ∼55 Ω/, measured with a four-point-probe. A solution of HNO3 (69%):CH3 COOH(100%):HF(50%) in the ratio
10:5:2 was used to remove ∼5 µm of material from both sides
to ensure the emitter was no longer present. Average samples
thicknesses were determined individually by weighing the samples and were 100–140 µm after etching. Samples were RCA
cleaned and were then annealed at 300 °C, 400 °C, and 500 °C
under nitrogen ambient. Samples from both height positions
were subjected to identical thermal and cooling treatments at a
given temperature, as annealing and removal were performed
simultaneously.
For characterization purposes, samples were passivated at
each measurement stage with a temporary liquid iodine–ethanol
(I–E) solution (0.1 M), as described previously [1]. Samples
were characterized in the as-grown state and after every lowtemperature annealing stage. After each measurement procedure
sequence, great care was taken to clean residue of the I–E solution from the surface. Lifetimes were measured at room temperature using quasi-steady-state photoconductance (QSS-PC) [19]
with a Sinton WCT-120 lifetime tester and lifetimes are reported
at an injection level of 1 × 1015 cm–3 . The reproducibility of the
I–E surface passivation has been checked in a series of control
experiments on float-zone silicon samples. Measured lifetimes
are consistent with the reproducibility found in the study of
Blum et al. [20], so we take their value of within-laboratory
standard deviation for QSS-PC lifetime measurement of ±4.3%
as the error in our measurements. The spatial distribution of lifetime was measured using a BT Imaging LIS-L1 PL imaging tool
calibrated with QSS-PC measurements. Two sets of measurements were made at each stage [one with bulk iron in the FeB
state and one in the interstitial iron (Fei ) state]. The bulk interstitial iron concentration was estimated from the QSS-PC data at
an injection level of 1 × 1015 cm–3 using the approach described
in [21]. Lower injection (varying pixel-by-pixel) was used for
the lifetime images to avoid unwanted dissociation of FeB pairs
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Fig. 1. Process sequences for the three different experiments: (a) Experiment A which aims to assess the effect of low-temperature annealing after PDG;
(b) Experiment B which aims to establish whether samples annealed with emitters undergo internal or external gettering; and (c) Experiment C which aims to
investigate the potential of low-temperature gettering prior to PDG.

during measurement by the PL imaging technique. More details
of characterization processes are given in our earlier paper [1].
All lifetimes reported here lie well above the detection limit
of QSS-PC, which is typically <1 µs. The detection limit of
interstitial iron measured by photodissociation of FeB pairs [22]
depends on the absolute lifetime used in the calculation. At
the injection level used (above the cross-over point [23]), an
estimate of the detection limit can be obtained from calculating
the interstitial iron concentration at which the upper bound FeB
lifetime [20] overlaps with the lower bound Fei lifetime. The
detection limit, therefore, varies point by point, so with the
results of each experiment, we state the typical most relevant
estimated detection limit for interstitial iron.

the method described above. The emitter was retained on both
sides of the other sister top and bottom samples. All samples
(with and without emitters) were subjected to annealing under
nitrogen ambient at 400 °C in stages to up to 50 h of cumulative
time. After the final annealing step, the usual chemical treatment was used to remove the emitters remaining at the surfaces
of the two samples on which the emitters had been retained.
Samples at this stage were ∼120 µm thick. The same characterization methodology as in Experiment A was used, and it is
noted that the samples for which emitters were retained during
low-temperature annealing could only be accurately characterized at the as-grown and final stages as Auger recombination in
the highly doped emitter dominates effective lifetime [24].

B. Experiment B: Effect of Phosphorus-Diffused Emitter on
Low-Temperature Gettering

C. Experiment C: Low-Temperature Gettering in Bottom
Wafers Prior to and After PDG

This experiment aims to assess whether any improvements
in bulk lifetimes due to low-temperature annealing after PDG
occur via external gettering to the emitter or via internal gettering. Sister samples from both height positions were subjected
to saw damage removal, RCA cleaning, and the PDG process as
described in Experiment A. One top and one bottom sample had
the emitter layer removed prior to thermal annealing step, using

Experiment C was designed to establish: 1) whether the lifetime improvement resulting from low-temperature annealing of
as-received bottom samples (reported in [1]) is retained after a
PDG process; and 2) whether further low-temperature annealing
of bottom samples annealed prior to PDG affects the lifetime.
Sister samples from the bottom of the ingot were chemically
polished to remove saw damage and were RCA cleaned. The
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Fig. 2. Experiment A: effective minority carrier lifetime with iron in the FeB
state measured by QSS-PC for samples from the top (T) and bottom (B) of the
mc-Si ingot. Emitters were etched off prior to annealing at 300 °C, 400 °C,
and 500 °C for the cumulative annealing time period shown. The dashed lines
represent the values immediately after PDG with the emitter etched off. The
as-received state is denoted by AR.

first sample was subjected to a 25 h anneal at 400 °C under nitrogen ambient. These annealing conditions are known from our
previous work [1] to give a substantial lifetime improvement.
This pre-annealed sample and a second control sample were
then subjected to the same PDG as in Experiment A. Emitter
layers were removed from both samples as described previously
and the samples (now with a thickness of ∼120 µm) were then
annealed under nitrogen ambient at 400 °C in stages up to a total
of 41 h. I–E surface passivation was used when characterizing
the samples using the methods in Experiment A at all possible
processing steps.
III. RESULTS
A. Experiment A: Low-Temperature Annealing After PDG
Fig. 2 shows the average bulk lifetime with iron in the FeB
state as a function of cumulative annealing time at 300 °C,
400 °C, and 500 °C. Starting lifetimes in the bottom and top
samples are on average 6.1 and 11 µs, respectively. After PDG,
the average lifetime increases to 59 µs for the bottom sample
and 19 µs for the top sample. The post-PDG lifetime values
are represented by the dashed lines plotted on every graph,
as, in the case of Experiment A, the relevant change is that
relative to this value. PDG lifetime is generally improved by
annealing both bottom and top samples at 300 °C and 400 °C.
For 50 h annealing, the largest improvement was found in a
bottom sample annealed at 300 °C (from 54 to 78 µs). Lifetime
changes after 50 h were +44% at 300 °C and +36% at 400 °C
in bottom samples, and +48% at 300 °C and +42% at 400 °C
in top samples. Some lifetimes measured for shorter annealing
times were higher than the 50 h value (e.g., the bottom sample
lifetime was increased by 71% after 26 h at 300 °C). Annealing
at 500 °C decreased the lifetime in both samples, with the change
after 50 h being –45% for the bottom sample and –20% for the
top sample.

Fig. 3. Experiment A: spatial distribution of minority carrier lifetime with iron
in the FeB state for sister samples from the (a) top and (b) bottom parts of the
ingot at three key process stages as-received (AR), after phosphorus diffusion
gettering with the emitter etched off (PDG), and after subsequent annealing at
300 °C, 400 °C, and 500 °C for 50 h of cumulative time.

The spatial distribution of lifetime with iron in the FeB state at
three key stages (as-received, post-PDG, and after the final postPDG annealing step) for the samples from top and bottom samples is presented in Fig. 3(a) and (b), respectively. As-received
lifetimes are very low in both the bottom and top samples, with
some grain boundaries exhibiting even lower lifetimes than the
bulks of the grains. The PDG process has the effect of improving
lifetime in the bulks of some of the grains and the lifetime in the
vicinity of some grain boundaries is also improved. Annealing
at 300 °C and 400 °C after PDG results in further improvements
in both sample types. Annealing at 500 °C after PDG reduces
lifetime, reversing some of the beneficial effects on the lifetime
of PDG in the bulks of the grains.
Fig. 4 shows the bulk interstitial iron concentration measured
by photodissociation of FeB pairs as a function of cumulative
annealing time for the samples for which lifetime results are
shown in Fig. 2. In line with our previous study [1], starting
interstitial iron concentrations are, on average, 3 × 1012 cm–3 in
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Fig. 4. Experiment A: bulk interstitial iron concentration ([Fei ]) from QSSPC measurement for samples from the top (T) and bottom (B) of the mc-Si
ingot. Sister samples were gettered with phosphorus diffusion. Emitters were
etched off prior to annealing at 300 °C, 400 °C, and 500 °C for the cumulative
annealing time period. The dashed lines represent the values after PDG with the
emitter etched off. The as-received state is denoted by AR.
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Fig. 5. Experiment B: Effect of phosphorus-diffused layer in low-temperature
gettering for samples from the top (T) and bottom (B) parts of the mc-Si ingot.
Samples were annealed at 400 °C for the cumulative annealing time period. Set
I and II samples were annealed without and with phosphorus-diffused layer,
respectively. The dashed lines represent the values after PDG without emitter.
The as-received state is denoted by AR.

bottom samples and 1.1 × 1012 cm–3 in top samples. The PDG
process reduces the interstitial iron concentration by a factor
of 35–54 for bottom samples and by a factor of 8–30 for top
samples. The dashed lines in Fig. 4 represent the interstitial iron
concentration after PDG and low-temperature annealing postPDG does not generally reduce the concentration substantially.
We have checked for a correlation between lifetime change and
interstitial iron change but there does not seem to be a simple
one. Surprisingly, interstitial iron concentrations appear even to
increase slightly upon annealing at 400 °C and 500 °C for the
top samples. We note that the typical interstitial iron concentrations measured are above the lifetime-dependent detection
limits which are typically around 3 × 1010 cm–3 for bottom
samples and 8 × 1010 cm–3 for top samples.
B. Experiment B: Effect of Phosphorus-Diffused Emitter on
Low-Temperature Gettering
Fig. 5 shows a comparison in the bulk lifetime and bulk
interstitial iron concentration for sister top and bottom samples
annealed at 400 °C with and without an emitter region at both
surfaces. The lifetimes and interstitial iron concentrations in the
as-received state and after the PDG are similar to those samples
used in Experiment A, even though the samples were not part
of the same sister set. Post-PDG annealing of bottom samples
at 400 °C ultimately improves lifetime marginally (from 39 to
44 µs after 50 h) for samples from which the emitter had been
removed. The sister sample, on which the emitter was retained
during annealing, had a very similar final lifetime. The presence
or absence of an emitter also made very little difference to
the ultimate interstitial iron concentration in bottom samples.
We note that the interstitial iron concentrations measured are
generally above the detection limits which are conservatively
estimated to be around 4 × 1010 cm–3 for bottom samples and
around 6 × 1010 cm–3 for top samples. The situation was less
clear-cut in top samples. The lifetime measured after 50 h of
annealing at 400 °C was similar to the lifetimes measured with

Fig. 6. Experiment C: a comparison of bulk lifetime and interstitial iron
concentration in low-temperature gettering for samples from the bottom part of
the ingot. Sample I was annealed at 400 °C for 25 h prior to the PDG process.
Samples I and II were annealed after PDG process at 400 °C for the shown
cumulative annealing time period. The labels represent the as-received state
(AR), after low-temperature gettering (LTG) in the case of sample I, and after
phosphorus diffusion gettering (PDG). The dashed lines represent the values
after PDG with the emitter etched off.

the emitter removed for shorter time steps. The actual lifetime
measured for 50 h in the top sample with the emitter removed
took a lower value, but the reason for this is not clear. The
interstitial iron concentration behaved in a corresponding way.
C. Experiment C: Low-Temperature Gettering in Bottom
Wafers Prior to and After PDG
Fig. 6 shows the bulk lifetime and interstitial iron concentration in sister bottom samples. Sample I had experienced a 25 h
anneal at 400 °C prior to PDG and sample II had not, and both
samples underwent post-PDG annealing at 400 °C. In sample I,
the as-received lifetime increases from 5.1 to 26 µs as a result
of pre-PDG annealing, approximately in line with our previous
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Fig. 7. Experiment C: spatial distribution of minority carrier lifetime with
iron in the FeB state for bottom samples at different key process stages such
as as-received (AR), after first low-temperature gettering at 400 °C for 25 h
(LTG), after phosphorus diffusion gettering with the emitter etched off (PDG),
and after subsequent annealing at 400 °C for 41 h of cumulative time.

study [1]. After PDG, the lifetime is 82 µs in sample I and 68
µs in sample II. Lifetimes measured after post-PDG annealing
are fairly scattered.
Fig. 6 also shows the average as-received interstitial iron concentration is 3.6 × 1012 cm–3 in both samples. In sample I, the
interstitial iron concentration decreases to 4.8 × 1011 cm–3 upon
annealing at 400 °C for 25 h prior to PDG process. The PDG
process further decreases the bulk interstitial iron concentration
to 2.8 × 1010 cm–3 . The interstitial iron concentration immediately after PDG in sample II is higher (1.4 × 1011 cm–3 ). For
both samples, post-PDG annealing at 400 °C does not further
reduce the interstitial iron concentration significantly, consistent
with results from Experiment A in Fig. 4. The detection limit
for interstitial iron in these samples is around 2 × 1010 cm–3 or
better.
Fig. 7 shows the spatial distribution of lifetime and interstitial iron concentration at key stages for both the bottom samples
used in Experiment C, and the same scales are used for both
samples. As expected, lifetime is very low and interstitial iron
concentration is high (>1 × 1012 cm–3 ) throughout the samples in the as-received states. In sample I, lifetime improves in
most of the grains upon pre-PDG annealing. After PDG, lifetime
increases in most of the grains. The interstitial iron concentrations decrease in some of the grains upon pre-PDG annealing
(sample I) and reduce further in the PDG process. After postPDG annealing at 400 °C for 41 h, lifetime increases in some
bulk grain regions and decreases or remains unchanged in most
of the bulk grain regions.
IV. DISCUSSION
Throughout our discussion, it is important to note that
our methodology based on I–E surface repassivation at each

characterization step avoids potential ambiguities that may be
present in other studies which have used dielectric surface passivation. The changes in properties we measure are dominated
by thermal effects and impurity gettering, as bulk passivation
arising from bulk hydrogenation (as suggested previously [18])
is not likely to have occurred to the extent it might have with dielectric passivation. Our experiments also could not have been
affected by impurity gettering to the dielectric [5]. Previous
work in single-crystal silicon has suggested interstitial iron gettering to a surface only becomes kinetically dominated when a
pre-existing sink exists at the surface [25], so in the cases of
an emitter-free surface, we anticipate internal gettering to crystallographic defects to dominate over external gettering to free
surfaces.
As a further general point, we note that the samples studied
are typical of mc-Si from the bottom and top of a cast ingot, and
that the PDG process used gave typical results. Figs. 2 and 4–6
show that the as-received bottom samples have lower average
lifetime and higher interstitial iron concentration than those in
top samples, which is consistent with our previous study [1].
The PDG process improves the bulk lifetimes and reduces interstitial iron concentration substantially in both the top and bottom
samples. Interstitial iron concentrations are reduced by 97–98%
in bottom samples, and 88–97% in top samples, and these reductions are broadly consistent with the findings in other PDG
studies (e.g., [8]). We attribute the higher lifetime in gettered
bottom samples to their lower density of dislocation clusters
which, in many cases, remain recombination active after PDG
[26]. We note dislocation density maps for samples from the
same mc-Si ingot are published in [1].
The results of the three experiments are discussed in turn in
the next three sections, and a final section reviews the status of
low-temperature gettering in the context of cell processing.
A. Lifetime and Interstitial Iron with Post-PDG
Low-Temperature Annealing (Experiment A)
The impact of low-temperature annealing on lifetime after
PDG is shown in Fig. 2. As a general rule, it appears that lower
temperatures are better than higher temperatures. Annealing at
300 °C gives favorable results for both bottom and top samples
in which the lifetimes after 50 h increase by 44% and 48%,
respectively. The PL lifetime images (see Fig. 3) show the improvements in lifetime arise in the bulks of certain grains. As
was the case for as-received mc-Si [1], the low-temperature
gettering process cannot be explained by a simple activationenergy-controlled diffusion process as the gettering effect does
not improve with temperature.
Our work confirms that PDG is very effective at gettering
interstitial iron, which is expected from previous studies (e.g.,
[8], [15]). The interstitial iron concentrations after PDG are
toward the bottom end of those previously achieved by lowtemperature gettering of as-received mc-Si [1], so, put simply,
there is very little interstitial iron remaining in the samples after
PDG to getter. Fig. 4 shows no detectable associated reduction
in interstitial iron concentration in Experiment A, yet we believe
the values measured to be above the detection limit. It, therefore, appears that the lifetime improvement achieved is not due
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to gettering of interstitial iron, but some other recombinationactive defect whose identity is not currently known. Schön et
al. reported a reduction in interstitial iron by more than one
order of magnitude after post-PDG low-temperature annealing
at 550 °C [15]. Our results do not find an improvement of this
magnitude, but this discrepancy could be explained by their
low-temperature annealing step being performed in situ after
a relatively slow cool-down from the high-temperature stage.
Furthermore, their samples were passivated with silicon nitride which may have resulted in bulk hydrogenation or external
gettering.
Post-PDG annealing at 500 °C generally has a negative impact on the lifetime (see Fig. 2). With the exception of bottom
samples (in which there was a lot of interstitial iron to getter),
this was the case in as-received samples too [1]. We note that
recent work has shown that 500 °C annealing can activate a recombination center even in high-purity float-zone silicon which
is probably related to vacancies [27], [28]. It is possible that this
defect is activated in mc-Si too. It is also the case that the interstitial iron concentration increases slightly upon annealing at
500 °C, and this phenomenon was observed in as-received mcSi previously [1]. This would suggest that 500 °C annealing is
sufficient to release interstitial iron from another type of defect
within the material. The possibility of external contamination
has been ruled out by putting float-zone silicon controls through
our process, as described previously [1].
Those who have used low-temperature annealing in cell production typically find improvements at higher temperatures than
us. Pickett and Buonassisi found cell efficiency improvements
to arise in mc-Si grown from iron-rich feedstock from relatively
short annealing (30 min) at 500 °C performed after phosphorus
diffusion before the etch [13]. Details are limited, but it could be
that their iron concentrations were substantially higher than ours
and the higher iron levels resulted in different behaviors. Rinio
et al. found the best cell efficiency improvement at ∼575 °C
[14], but we note this was for edge samples from the middle of
a block which would have had high contamination levels due to
impurity in-diffusion from the crucible walls [29]. It, therefore,
appears that low-temperature gettering is highly dependent on
the specific properties of the wafers to which it is applied. As
is the case for PDG processes [30], it appears that for optimal low-temperature gettering it is necessary to customize the
thermal treatment according to properties of the material being
processed.
B. Effect of Emitter in Post-PDG Low-Temperature Annealing
(Experiment B)
Fig. 5 shows the effective lifetime and interstitial iron concentration in sister samples subjected to post-PDG low-temperature
gettering at 400 °C. In one set of samples, the emitters were removed prior to low-temperature annealing and in the other set,
the emitters were removed from both sides after low-temperature
annealing. As the samples have near-identical microstructures
and were thermally processed at the same time, we believe it is
a reasonable assumption that the existence or nonexistence of
the emitter is the only difference between the two cases. Fig. 5
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Fig. 8. Experiment B: Experimentally measured bulk interstitial iron concentration in sister samples compared to a simulation of interstitial iron diffusion
to both surfaces (thickness: 125 µm). The interstitial iron, whilst above the
estimated detection limit, does not behave as would be expected if it were gettered to phosphorus-diffused emitters at both surfaces. The as-received state is
denoted by AR.

shows the bottom samples annealed with and without emitters
have very similar lifetimes and interstitial iron concentrations
after annealing at 400 °C for 50 h. The data for top samples in
Fig. 5 are less convincing, but the emitter on measurement at 50
h is in good agreement with earlier emitter off times. If impurity
gettering to the emitter were happening in top samples, then the
lifetime would likely be significantly higher than at earlier times
with the emitter and this is not what is observed.
It is noted that even after PDG, the interstitial iron level in
the bulk massively exceeds the solid solubility at 400 °C, and
this should provide a thermodynamic driving force for gettering.
However, it is known from our earlier work [1], [2] that interstitial iron levels in mc-Si without phosphorus-diffused layers
do not decay as might be expected from previous studies in
single crystal material (e.g., [25]). If the phosphorus-diffused
emitter regions were to act as sites for gettering, then based on
the known diffusion behavior of interstitial iron in single-crystal
silicon (e.g., [31]), the long (50 h) annealing time used would
be sufficient for interstitial iron to reach these regions even
at 400 °C. To illustrate this point, Fig. 8 shows a comparison
between selected experimental data for bottom samples from
Fig. 5 and a calculation of interstitial iron transport to emitters
at both surfaces. Details of the diffusion calculation have been
published previously [25], and the curve plotted takes the diffusivity of interstitial iron in silicon at 400 °C as 9.6 × 10–9 cm2 ·s–1
[31], the sample thickness as 125 µm (as measured before emitter removal), and the equilibrium interstitial iron concentration
as 4.3 × 107 cm–3 (extrapolated from [32]). Fig. 8 clearly shows
the interstitial iron, whilst in excess of the detection limit, does
not reduce in a way consistent with the expected diffusion to the
emitter regions.
Experiment B shows that the presence or absence of an emitter
during low-temperature gettering makes little difference to the
lifetime or interstitial iron concentration. Whilst our simulation
in Fig. 8 shows iron gettering to the emitters is kinetically feasible, we note that our calculation assumes that interstitial iron in
mc-Si at low temperatures behaves as it would in single-crystal
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silicon. Our results appear to suggest that iron is trapped in the
bulk in mc-Si. Whilst this is possible, it could also be the case
that the relatively high levels of interstitial iron measured are
some artifact of the measurement procedure. Studies into what
determines the true interstitial iron detection limit and the photodissociation of other impurity-containing complexes in mc-Si
should be the subject of further study. Aside from trapping, another explanation could be that iron is not sufficiently soluble
in the phosphorus-diffused layer at low temperatures, but this
can probably be ruled out because the segregation coefficient of
iron into the phosphorus-doped layer increases with decreasing
temperature [33].
The findings of our Experiment B appear to contradict the
conclusions of Rinio et al. [14], [17] who attributed their cell
efficiency or lifetime improvements due to low-temperature annealing to external gettering to the emitter. Reasons for a difference could be the different properties of the samples studied, or
the slightly different temperatures used.
C. Effect of Pre-PDG and Post-PDG Low-Temperature
Gettering (Experiment C)
Experiment C was designed to establish whether lowtemperature gettering prior to PDG improves lifetime after PDG.
The results in Fig. 6 show the low-temperature gettering in
sample I prior to PDG results in a lifetime improvement (factor
of ∼5.1) and interstitial iron reduction (factor of ∼7.9) and this
is broadly as expected from our previous study [1]. The subsequent PDG process applied to sample I and sample II increased
lifetime and reduced interstitial iron concentration in both cases.
The lifetime after PDG in sample I was higher than in sample II
(82 µs compared to 68 µs) and the interstitial iron concentration
was lower (2.8 × 1010 cm–3 compared to 1.4 × 1011 cm–3 ). It,
therefore, appears that in this case, there is a small benefit in
subjecting samples to low-temperature gettering prior to PDG.
This can be seen from the lifetime images in Fig. 7.
Subsequent low-temperature gettering experiments were then
performed on both sister samples at 400 °C (see Fig. 6). The
lifetime in the sample not subjected to a pre-PDG annealing
(sample II) was increased slightly whereas sample I’s lifetime
stayed fairly constant. Sample II’s relatively high interstitial iron
concentration after PDG (perhaps due to incomplete gettering)
was reduced. Thus, an improvement of similar (relatively small)
magnitude can be achieved by performing the low-temperature
annealing before or after PDG, with final lifetime images (see
Fig. 7) showing similar distributions.
Our explanation of Experiment C is that the pre-PDG lowtemperature gettering results in internal gettering of impurities
including interstitial iron. This could be due to relatively spacedout features such as grain boundaries or a low concentration of
precipitates. The gettering rate for interstitial iron has previously
been found to be slower than expected for gettering to surfaces
[1], so dislocations are not a likely candidate for gettering as
they are, on average, more closely spaced than surfaces. The
internally gettered impurities are sufficiently stable that they
survive the high-temperature PDG stage and the impurities are
not released back into the bulk.
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D. Prospects for Using Low-Temperature Gettering in Solar
Cell Production
Prior work [1]–[5] has used low-temperature gettering on relatively poor as-grown mc-Si wafers, and significant improvements in the lifetime have been demonstrated [1], [2]. The aim of
this paper was to address the interplay between low-temperature
gettering and PDG. We have shown in Fig. 2 that that lowtemperature gettering applied after a standard PDG process results in gettering which gives lifetime improvements of >40%
in relatively low lifetime samples from the top and bottom of the
block. The times required to get these improvements are long
(generally >24 h at 300 °C), so whether such a process is viable
is now a commercial question not a scientific one. It is important
to note that relatively sophisticated diffusion furnaces are not
required for the low-temperature annealing, so processes could
be performed in relatively cheap large ovens instead.
Furthermore, it is also important to note that our conclusions
here are based on data from samples passivated with I–E solution
and not a dielectric layer which may be present at the surface
of a part-processed solar cell. Hydrogen-rich SiNx grown by
plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition is believed to introduce hydrogen into the wafer bulk [18]. Therefore, lifetime
changes induced by low-temperature annealing of a part- or fully
processed solar cell passivated with SiNx may be different to
those we have observed due to modification of bulk passivation
upon annealing. Others have studied how hydrogen charge-state
manipulation at low temperatures can be used to control lifetime
in silicon (e.g., [34]). Thus, whilst combining low-temperature
annealing with PDG has at best only moderate benefits with
regard to enhancing impurity gettering, low-temperature processing may help with hydrogen control.
One aspect that we have not yet addressed is the impact of
a short firing anneal. Previous work has shown that substantial increases in interstitial iron concentrations occur after short
anneals of the kind used for contact firing [35]. Our results in
Fig. 5 indicate that low-temperature gettering is not affected
substantially by the presence of an emitter, so low-temperature
annealing could be used for internal gettering of impurities released during cell firing. The stability of the contacts under the
relatively long times required for effective low-temperature gettering would need assessing, however. Furthermore, there is a
window of opportunity for low-temperature gettering in silicon
photovoltaic devices which are not processed at the relatively
high temperatures required for PDG (ࣙ800 °C). It is possible, for example, that diffusionless heterojunction-based silicon
solar cells made from high-performance mc-Si could use lowtemperature gettering, hence enabling a cell which does not
require any high-temperature processing.
V. CONCLUSION
We have conducted three separate carefully designed experiments to understand the combination of low-temperature
gettering with PDG with the aim of developing processes to
improve low-lifetime mc-Si wafers. From the first experiment
(Experiment A), we have shown a long low-temperature gettering step can improve minority carrier lifetime by impurity
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gettering in wafers which have already undergone a phosphorus
diffusion step. Our best results were achieved at 300 °C, for
which lifetime improvements of >40% were achieved in low
lifetime wafers from the bottom and top of a commercial block.
Improvements are not found to correlate with interstitial iron
concentration changes, so the gettering of a different defect (or
defects) is occurring. In the second experiment (Experiment B),
we studied the effect of the presence of an emitter during the lowtemperature gettering step. We found no clear evidence that the
emitter plays a role in the low-temperature gettering process,
so we conclude that changes observed are most likely due to
internal rather than external gettering. In the final experiment
(Experiment C), we found that performing the low-temperature
gettering step prior to PDG gives a ∼20% higher lifetime than if
the low-temperature step were not performed. It was also found
that applying the low-temperature step after PDG gives the same
ultimate lifetime result.
In summary, low-temperature gettering can improve minority
carrier lifetime in mc-Si when applied appropriately in conjunction with a standard phosphorus diffusion process. The annealing times are long, however, (generally >24 h) and this may
limit the commercial attractiveness of such processes.
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